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Kaiser, was the real force which was then depressing the
market.24
Now if one follows Mr. Morgenthau's suggestion and
examines the quotations of the New York Stock Market for
these weeks, and reads the accompanying articles in the
New York Times, one does not find very much evidence,
either in the price of stocks or the volume of sales, that
large blocks of German holdings were being secretly un-
loaded and thereby depressing the New York market during
these two weeks. The stocks that he mentions declined
only slightly or not at all; such declines as did take place
were only such as were to be naturally expected from the
general trend downward which had been taking place since
January, or are quite satisfactorily explained by local
American "bearish" influences, like the publication of a very
depressing report by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Here are the facts. The "astonishing slump" in Union
Pacific from 155% to 127%, alleged by Mr. Morgenthau,
represented in fact an actual rise of a couple of points in the
value of this stock. Union Pacific sold "ex-dividend" and
"ex-rights" on July 20; the dividend and accompanying
"rights" were worth 30%, which meant that shares ought to
have sold on July 22 around 125. In reality they sold at
127%; that is, at the end of the two weeks' period, during
which it is asserted that there was depressing "inside sell-
ing" from Berlin, Union Pacific, instead of being depressed,
was actually selling two points higher.25
Baltimore and Ohio, Canadian Pacific, and Northern
 24	Ambassador Morgenthau's Story, p. 86 f.
 25	Of. article "Taking off U. P. Dividend" in New York Times July
18: 8:3:   "It will be some time before experienced traders become accus-
tomed to Union Pacific stock as an 8% issue.   Disregarding other factors
over Sunday which may affect all stocks, Union Pacific should open
Monday morning  [July  20]   ex-dividend around  125%.      The  share*
closed yesterday at 156%, and the value of the warrants, 30%, will be
deducted after today's trading."

